



The Immigration Act of 1990:
Death Knell for the H-1B?t
With the passage of the Immigration Act of 1990 (the 1990 Act),' editorial
writers around the country have been quick to praise Congress and the President
for legislation that many believe will enhance the ability of U.S. companies to
compete successfully in the global economy. While such praise may be appro-
priate for employment-related immigrant visa provisions and for selected cate-
gories of nonimmigrant work visas, the comprehensive changes to the H-1B visa
category place significant new burdens on those U.S. employers who must
continue to rely on temporary professional workers. As will be shown, these
burdens fall disproportionately on U.S.-owned companies, which often are
barred by statute or regulation from using other nonimmigrant work-visa cate-
gories that have been liberalized under the 1990 Act.
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1. Immigration Act of 1990, Pub. L. No. 101-649, 104 Stat. 4978 (1990) [hereinafter 1990 Act].
2. See generally The 1990 Immigration Act Analyzed: Part 3-Nonimmigrant Visas B to H-1A,
68 INTERPRETER RELEASES 1-8 (1991) [hereinafter Nonimmigrant Visas] (summarizing B to H-IA
nonimmigrant visa changes in the 1990 Act).
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This article describes and evaluates the H-1B changes and suggests a variety
of practice pointers and strategic considerations. The article also considers com-
parable provisions governing the H-lA foreign nurse category, in an effort to
determine how various administrative agencies may interpret the H-1B statutory
changes in implementing regulations.
3
1. Overview
Section 205 of the 1990 Act substantially revises the H-1B nonimmigrant visa
category. Certain entertainers, athletes, artists, and "prominent" people who
used to be classified as H-1B now have their own nonimmigrant visa categories.
Left in the H-i B category are aliens employed in "specialty occupations," which
the new law defines as occupations that require highly specialized knowledge and
a bachelor's degree or its equivalent.
The new law also requires employers wishing to hire H-1B aliens to file first
the equivalent of a labor attestation with the Department of Labor (DOL), doc-
umenting wages, working conditions, and the absence of a strike or lockout.
Those who want to challenge an H-1B attestation may file a complaint with the
DOL. If the DOL finds that an employer failed to comply with one of the
attestation requirements, or made a material misrepresentation of fact, the em-
ployer can be fined or be required to pay back wages, or both, and will be-barred
from filing many kinds of work-related immigrant and nonimmigrant visa peti-
tions with the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) for at least a year.
The 1990 Act also places an annual cap of 65,000 on H-1B aliens, allows
H-i B visaholders to stay in the United States for up to six years, and deletes the
foreign residence requirement for such aliens.
The changes to the H-1B visa category took effect October 1, 1991. 4 Readers
should bear in mind that the comments below are preliminary in nature, given
that the INS, the Department of State (DOS), and the DOL have not yet issued
final implementing regulations. In March 1991 the DOL issued an advance
notice of proposed rulemaking and, through an ostensibly "open" regulations
process, has invited advance comments on several vital issues.5 The INS issued
proposed rules in July 1991, and invited written comments on them prior to
publishing the final regulations. 6
While a few of the new H-1B provisions are more favorable than prior law,
most employers who can obtain the services of foreign workers through other
3. The Immigration Nursing Relief Act of 1989 (INRA), Pub. L. No. 101-238, 103 Stat. 2099,
reported on and reprinted in 66 INTERPRETER RELEASES 1316-18, 1333-35 (1989); 55 Fed. Reg.
50500-31 (1990) (to be codified at 20 C.F.R. §§ 504, 655) (Labor Department interim regulations
implementing INRA), reported on and reprinted in 67 INTERPRETER RELEASES 1401, 1405 (1990).
4. 1990 Act § 231.
5. 56 Fed. Reg. 11,705 (1991).
6. 56 Fed. Reg. 31,553-31,576 (1991).
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nonimmigrant work-visa categories, such as the E-1 (treaty trader), E-2 (treaty
investor), L-1 (intracompany transferee), or the newly promulgated Q (business
trainee)7 should consider using these categories rather than the H-lB visa. More-
over, employers seeking aliens who qualify for the H-lA (professional nurses),
H-2A (temporary agricultural workers), or the new 0 and P categories (aliens
with extraordinary ability, accompanying aliens, athletes, and entertainers)8 are
barred from using the H-IB category. 9
Alternatively, if immigrant visa numbers in the employment-sponsored cate-
gories become and remain current, employers may consider forgoing reliance on
nonimmigrant work-visa categories entirely and proceeding directly to sponsor
foreign workers for permanent residence.'o
As will be seen, the profound changes in the H- lB category require employers
and their counsel to reevaluate most if not all of the time-tested strategies used
to bring key foreign workers to the United States. Ultimately, however, the
impact of the 1990 Act on corporate strategy will depend on how the legislation
is implemented by the INS, the DOL, and the DOS. This implementation in turn
will depend on what these agencies view to be the overall purpose of the Act. It
is therefore cause for concern that in its advance notice of proposed rulemaking,
the DOL apparently misperceives statutory intent by describing the 1990 Act as
intending "to make the immigration system more efficient and responsive to the
needs of employers experiencing labor shortages." I I
A more accurate statement of the statutory intent is that Congress endeavored
to facilitate the ability of American businesses to compete in the global economy
while preserving and enhancing the employment opportunities, wages, and
working conditions of U.S. workers. As the legislative history shows, however,
Congress concluded that the best way to achieve these goals was by encouraging
employer-sponsored permanent immigration, and by placing numerical limits on
selected categories of temporary nonimmigrant workers, that is, H-IB, H-2B,
and P visaholders.
Thus, in the H-1B category, Congress eschewed any recruitment obligations,
positive tests of the labor market, and other obligations for employers to dem-
onstrate U.S. worker unavailability. Rather, Congress determined that an annual
65,000-person numerical limit would be a sufficient incentive to encourage
7. 1990 Act § 208 (creating Immigration and Nationality Act (INA) § 101(a)(15)(Q) (to be
codified at 8 U.S.C. § 101(a)(15)(Q)). (The full INA was originally Act of June 27, 1952 ch. 477,
Pub. L. No. 82-414, 66 Stat. 163 (1952) (codified as amended in scattered sections of 8 U.S.C.
following § 1101)).
8. 1990 Act § 207 (creating INA § 101(a)(15)(O) and (P)).
9. 1990 Act § 205(c)(1) (amending INA § 101(a)(15)(H)(i) by excluding H-IA, H-2A, 0 and
P aliens from the definition of an H-lB alien).
10. See generally The 1990 Immigration Act Analyzed: Part 4-Employment-Based Immigrants,
67 INTERPRETER RELEASES 1469-80 (1990) [hereinafter Employment-Based Immigrants].
II. 56 Fed. Reg. 11,706-07 (emphasis added).
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traditional H-i B employers instead to utilize the generous allotment of employer-
sponsored visas in the permanent immigration categories.
Congress also expressly determined that, in the absence of administrative
complaints, the H-1B "attestation-like" procedures (to use the DOL's wording)
should be a speedy, streamlined process with no recruitment requirement. Ac-
cordingly, the DOL should implement regulations that minimize the burdens,
prescribe streamlined, prompt, and fair procedures, and thereby protect the le-
gitimate interests of U.S. business and labor.
II. Who Qualifies?
The H-1B provisions of the 1990 Act eliminate the references to "aliens of
distinguished merit and ability" and "professional" under the old law, and
instead use the term "specialty occupation." 1 2 Despite the change in language,
substantive requirements for eligibility apparently remain the same for most
"professions" and "professional" occupations, as those terms were previously
interpreted by the INS. 13 The alien's prospective U.S.-based "specialty occu-
pation" must require as entry-level prerequisites: (a) the theoretical and practical
application of highly specialized knowledge, and (b) the attainment of a bach-
elor's or higher degree in the "specific" specialty (or a demonstration of equiv-
alent, progressively responsible experience). 14 The 1990 Act allows three alter-
native ways to satisfy the requirement of a specialty occupation: (1) attainment
of full licensure, if a license is required to practice in the state of intended
employment; (2) completion of the required bachelor's or higher degree; or
(3) equivalent experience in the specialty, together with recognition of related
expertise through progressively responsible experience. 
15
At first blush, the new requirements for specialty occupation would seem to
codify, in fewer words, former INS regulatory standards for interpreting the
terms "membership in the professions" and "professional. ' 16 However,
whether Congress merely intended to endorse those regulations is unclear. Ar-
guably, by discarding the "professional" terminology in the H-lB provisions
and supplanting it with new requirements for a "specialty occupation," the 1990
Act may ease the burden of establishing an alien's H-lB eligibility. For example,
the new law expressly permits recognition of an alien's expertise in a specialty
12. 1990 Act § 205(c)(2)(i)(1)-(2) (amending INA § 101(a)(15)(H)(i)). Compare 1990 Act
§ 121(b) (amending INA, supra, § 203(b)(3)(A)(ii)) and 1990 Act § 123 (creating INA
§ 101(a)(44)(A)), which perpetuate use of the terms "profession" and "professional" for immigrant
visa and L-I purposes.
13. 55 Fed. Reg. 2,623 (1990) (to be codified at 8 C.F.R. § 214.2(h)(3)(ii)(A)) (definition of
"profession"), reprinted in 67 INTERPRETER RELEASES 139 (1990).
14. 1990 Act § 205(c)(2) (creating INA § 214(i)(1)).
15. 1990 Act § 205(c)(2) (creating INA § 214(i)(2)(A), (B) and (C)).
16. See supra note 13.
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to be satisfied through documentation of progressively responsible positions
relating to the specialty.
Thus, the 1990 Act perhaps allows petitioners an option to dispense with the
often time-consuming and expensive task of obtaining opinions from experts
evaluating the alien's education and work experience. Instead, proof of the
alien's ascent up the career ranks in ever more responsible positions may suffice.
Clearly, however, Congress contemplated that experience evaluations by indus-
try experts will continue to be a permissible form of evidence: "In allowing
experience to substitute for a degree, the [House Judiciary] Committee intends
that appropriate documents be presented that substantiate that experience. Doc-
umentation which may be presented could include letters from peers and orga-
nizations, special honors recognition, or authorship of textbooks."-
17
Ultimately, much will depend on whether the definition of "speciality occu-
pation" differs significantly from the former terms "professional," "member of
the professions," "prominence," and "distinguished merit and ability." Further,
it will depend on the fate of the bright-line test, which allows three years of
progressively responsible and relevant experience to substitute for one year of
related university study. 18
Curiously, the H-lB changes appear to offer little solace to "prominent busi-
ness professionals." The "prominent business professional" standard was first
developed in Matter of Caron Industries, Inc., 9 to accommodate exceptional
business persons who lack college-level degrees. The INS later relied on Caron
to define the prominent business professional category in its H-1 regulations.
20
To be sure, section 207 of the 1990 Act creates a new "0" nonimmigrant visa
category for aliens who possess "extraordinary ability in the sciences, arts,
education, business or athletics." Eligibility for an "0" visa, however, requires
the alien to demonstrate sustained national or international acclaim. Therefore,
only the most internationally or nationally renowned business leaders will qualify
for an "0" visa.
Preservation or adoption of bright-line tests for business prominence would
help resolve this dilemma and would allow aliens in executive, managerial, or
highly technical positions who have not achieved international or national re-
nown to continue to qualify for H-lB visas. 21 Under former H-IB regulations,
business prominence can be satisfied if the alien meets at least three of six
17. H.R. CONF. REP. No. 723 I, 101st Cong., 2d Sess. 67-68 (1990).
18. 55 Fed. Reg. 2,624 (1990) (to be codified at 8 C.F.R. § 214.2(h)(3)(iii)(C)(5)), reprinted in
67 INTERPRETER RELEASES 140 (1990). See also proposed rules issued by the INS, supra note 6,
which retain this "three-for-one" rule.
19. Int. Dec. 3,085 (Comm'r 1988) (digested in 66 INTERPRETER RELEASES 40 (1989)).
20. 55 Fed. Reg. 2,625 (1990) (to be codified at 8 C.F.R. § 214.2(h)(3)(iv)(B)(3)), reprinted in
67 INTERPRETER RELEASES 141 (1990)).
21. The INS proposed rules, however, eliminate business prominence as a means of establishing
H-IB visa eligibility. See supra note 6, at 31,554.
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criteria: (1) management duties over an organization with at least $10 million
gross annual income; (2) completion of at least ten years of progressively re-
sponsible experience; (3) a salary of at least $75,000 per year; (4) responsibility
over a sizable workforce of professionals, supervisors, managers, and subordi-
nates; (5) original development of an innovative system as reported in industry
publications or peer evaluations; or (6) recognition of significant achievement by
recognized industry experts.
22
Other occupations formerly accorded H-1B classification may also have a
more difficult time now. For example, less than prominent, but clearly talented
chefs and fashion models may have difficulty demonstrating H-IB eligibility
under the 1990 Act, since universities normally do not confer bachelors' degrees
in these occupations.
The 1990 Act also makes an abrupt and inscrutable change in its H-1B treat-
ment of foreign medical school graduates. 23 In amending the H-1B definitional
section, the new law deletes the requirement that, to be eligible for an H- lB visa,
foreign medical school graduates must come to the United States only to teach or
conduct research on the invitation of an educational or research institution. By
negative implication, this amendment suggests that under the 1990 Act, foreign
medical graduates can receive an H-1B visa even if they plan to engage in
general medical duties. Yet, the 1990 Act continues to provide a ground for
excluding certain foreign physicians who: (a) are graduates of a medical school
that is not accredited by the Secretary of Education; (b) have not passed certain
qualifying examinations and demonstrated English fluency; and (c) are coming
to the United States as intending immigrants primarily to perform medical ser-
vices. 2
4
Thus, while the 1990 Act seems to make it easier for foreign medical school
graduates to enter the United States on an H-i B visa, the exclusion provisions of
the new law perpetuate the unfavorable immigration consequences applicable to
some foreign medical graduates. The legislative history offers no explanation for
this apparent contradiction. Whether Congress will preserve this expanded H-I B
eligibility for foreign physicians when it considers technical amendments to the
1990 Act remains to be seen.
Another category of foreign health-care professionals did receive direct atten-
tion from lawmakers in deliberations on the new law. According to a colloquy on
the House floor between Reps. Bruce A. Morrison (D-Conn.) and Bill McCol-
lum (R-Fla.), foreign-educated physical therapists, even those with academic
credentials that are less than a U.S. bachelor's degree, who are coming to the
25United States to take a state licensing examination are eligible for H-LB visas.
22. Id.
23. 1990 Act § 205(c)(1) (amending INA § 101(a)(15)(H)(i)(b)).
24. 1990 Act § 601(a) (creating INA § 212(a)(5)(B)).
25. 136 CONG. REC. H8,676 (daily ed. Oct. 2, 1990).
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The colloquy does not explain the reasoning behind this conclusion. The ques-
tion remains whether other foreign-educated professionals with degrees that do
not quite measure up to a U.S. baccalaureate and with little experience may also
receive H-IB classification.
IIl. The Labor Condition Application Requirement
The 1990 Act dramatically expands the burdens and liabilities on employers
who use the H-1B provision to sponsor foreign workers. It also confers signif-
icant new powers and duties on the DOL.
Without imposing a positive obligation to recruit U.S. workers, the new law
nevertheless requires an H-1B petitioner to confirm to the DOL in a written
application that the employer will pay at least the local prevailing wage and offer
prevailing working conditions to the prospective H- lB alien and to all other U.S.
workers in the same job at the employer's facility. The employer must also
provide notice and a copy of the application to the local bargaining representative
if the employer's workplace is unionized, or arrange for posting of the notice and
for public inspection of the DOL application if there is no bargaining represen-
tative at the employer's facility. In addition, the 1990 Act creates an elaborate
enforcement mechanism, backed by an interested party complaint procedure and
a potent set of fines, back pay remedies, and other penalties.
These legislative changes represent organized labor's efforts to correct what
unions perceived as overly generous administrative interpretations of H-1B eli-
gibility.26 The path to passage of this part of the new law, however, proved
tortuous.
In seeking to divine the legislative intent, the DOL should candidly acknowl-
edge that the legislation reflects a series of negotiated compromises by competing
interests. The DOL should also recognize that certain provisions of the Act were
introduced as an eleventh-hour amalgamation in the House-Senate Conference
Committee of two very different bills. The final text of these H-1B provisions
reflects these internal inconsistencies and eleventh-hour changes in the wording
of key sections. Thus, the legislative history consistently describes a labor "at-
testation" procedure, yet the final text of the 1990 Act inexplicably requires
employers instead to submit a "labor condition application" (the LC Applica-
tion), which the DOL must certify and approve.
In addition, the new law leaves unresolved a major issue of contention that
most business groups thought had been settled. While business interests had been
prepared, begrudgingly, to accept a wage attestation procedure, employers were
concerned that any significant screening of the attestation by the DOL or chal-
lenges by third parties before filing an H-1B petition with the INS would inev-
itably lead to intolerable delays in securing the immediate services of needed
26. See H.R. CONF. REP. No. 723 I, supra note 17, at 44, 67.
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foreign workers. These business concerns apparently were assuaged by repeated
references in the legislative history to post-entry activity by the DOL. Thus, for
example, the House Judiciary Committee offered the following reassurance:
No temporary workers under H(i)(b) ... are allowed admission unless an attestation is
on file with the Secretary of Labor and so certified. . . . [T]he H(i)(b) "specialty
occupations" are subject to a modified attestation without a recruitment requirement or
challenge, except after the attestation is in effect and the alien has entered the country.27
Even more reassuring to employers, the House-Senate conference report ex-
pressly refers to a "post-entry attestation" procedure, suggesting that the em-
ployer's submission of the attestation to the DOL occurs only after the INS
approves an H-1B petition, a consular officer issues an H-lB visa, and the INS
admits the alien to the United States in H-1B status.
28
It appears, however, that a new, less palatable menu item may have been
substituted just before dinner was served. The actual text of the final version of
the new law refers to an alien "with respect to whom the Secretary of Labor
determines and certifies to the Attorney General that the intending employer has
filed with, and had approved by, the Secretary [a labor condition] application." 29
This suggests that DOL approval of the application and certification to the INS
are both required before the alien can be found classifiable as an H-1B nonim-
migrant.
Another provision of the 1990 Act, however, seems to back away from this
two-step, presumably pre-entry, requirement. That provision merely states that
"[no] alien may be admitted or provided status [as an H-1B nonimmigrant]
unless the employer has filed with the Secretary of Labor" the required LC
Application. 30 This wording suggests that the employer's filing of the LC Ap-
plication with the Secretary of Labor is the only step required before the INS may
admit an H-1B nonimmigrant to the United States or confer such status.
All this confusion indicates that the DOL approval requirement was inserted
without adequate opportunity to assess the impact it would have on employers in
the H-lB application process. Under the circumstances, a permissible construc-
tion of these seemingly conflicting statutory provisions would be to interpret the
DOL's obligation of approval as equivalent initially to an acknowledgment. In
essence, the DOL could approve, that is, acknowledge, to the INS that the
employer has filed a duly signed and completed LC Application. Presumably,
most LC Applications would merely require this basic approval.
This approach would be similar to the DOL's role in reviewing H-lA foreign
nurse attestations under the Immigration Nursing Relief Act of 1989 (INRA).
27. Id. at 61-62 (emphasis added).
28. H.R. CONF. REP. No. 955, 101st Cong., 2d Sess. 122 (1990).
29. 1990 Act § 205(c)(1) (amending INA § 101(a)(15)(H)(i)(b)) (emphasis added).
30. 1990 Act § 205(c)(3) (creating INA § 212 (n)(l)) (emphasis added).
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There, the DOL normally "simply check[s] that the facility [the employer] has
attested to compliance with the regulatory standards."
31
Approval of the LC Application and its contents should only be necessary
when a complaint has been filed with the Secretary of Labor. This suggested
two-step approval process would apparently satisfy legislative intent, and result
in fewer backlogs and consequently less delay for H-lB entries. If, however, the
INS or the DOL insists on interpreting the 1990 Act as always requiring approval
before admission, then at the very least, the DOL or its delegate, the local state
employment agency, should be obliged to provide reliable data on prevailing
wages and working conditions and thereby create a safe harbor or affirmative
defense for employers on these issues.
In the absence of a harmonizing construction in DOL or INS regulations, or
preferably a technical amendment from Congress-a prospect that may be wish-
ful thinking given the controversial nature of the H-1B changes-the task of
reconciling these conflicting provisions may ultimately be left to the courts. In
the meantime, employers and immigration practitioners must begin to evaluate
the required contents of an LC Application, and endeavor to comply with the new
law's requirements.
A. LC APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS
Under the 1990 Act, an employer must confirm in its LC Application that all
of the following conditions have been met:
(i) The employer will offer the proper wage level to prospective H-IB
aliens and to other individuals employed in the same "occupational classifi-
cation" within the area of intended employment during the validity of the
approved petition. The proper wage level is the greater of: (1) the actual wage
level for the occupational classification at the place of employment; or (2) the
prevailing wage level for the occupational classification in the area of intended
employment.
(ii) The employer will provide working conditions for such aliens that
will not adversely affect the working conditions of similarly situated workers.
(iii) There is no strike or lockout in the course of a labor dispute involving
the occupational classification at the place of employment.
(iv) The employer has provided contemporaneous notice of filing the LC
Application to the local labor-union bargaining representative or, if the em-
ployer's facility is not unionized, has posted a notice in "conspicuous loca-
tions at the place of employment."
31. 55 Fed. Reg. 50,502 (1990) (supplementary information), reprinted in 67 INTERPRETER
RELEASEs 1,407 (1990).
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(v) Within one day of filing the LC Application, the employer, at its
principal office or worksite, must make a copy of the LC Application (and
32accompanying documentation) available for public examination.
B. DETERMINING PROPER WAGE LEVELS
Employers have often had problems determining the prevailing wage and
occupational classification for purposes of temporary H-2 and permanent labor
certifications. These difficulties are likely to be compounded under the H-iB
provisions of the 1990 Act, especially in light of the back pay remedies, inter-
ested party complaint mechanism, and other significant new penalties discussed
below. Disputes in labor certification practice involving the state employment
agencies or the DOL have arisen for several reasons: (i) variations in prevailing
wage data emanating from diverse geographic regions; (ii) inconsistent defini-
tions of prior experience and education for the particular occupational classifi-
cation; (iii) differences in the size, circumstances, and industry of the particular
employer; (iv) the unwillingness of other employers in the same industry to share
salary data with competitors; and (v) questionable or unclear survey methods
used by published sources of wage data that are relied on by the state employ-
ment agency or the DOL.
Unless the occupational classification in question is clearly defined, and
procedures are established to accurately and reliably determine the prevailing
wage and working conditions, the H-1B application may all too often result in
contested hearings involving the petitioning employer, the DOL, the state
employment agencies, and unions, or others who want to increase the prevail-
ing wage rates. Such challenges could work a chilling effect on all H-lB
petitioners and beneficiaries, and contrary to legislative intent, impair Ameri-
ca's global competitiveness. For example, the obligation to pay all workers in
the same occupational classification the identical wage as the alien may raise
serious definitional problems involving the statutory term "occupational classi-
fication."
Occupational classifications are typically defined in the DOL's Dictionary of
Occupational Titles (DOT). The DOT, however, merely offers generic descrip-
tions of mainstream occupations. In many cases this publication may not be
dispositive. Typically, problems arise in trying to define or classify occupations
that: (a) require a justifiable but seemingly unusual combination of duties; (b) are
evolving or transitional in nature; or (c) are specifically designed in response to
the "business necessity" of a particular company.
The 1990 Act offers no explicit precomplaint procedure under which employ-
ers may determine the prevailing wage, or ascertain whether particular occupa-
32. 1990 Act § 205(c)(3) (creating INA § 212(n)(1)(A)-(D)).
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tional classifications have been validly defined. The House-Senate conference
report suggests that "the prevailing wage to which an employer must attest is
expected to be interpreted by the Department of Labor in a like manner as [labor
certification] regulations." 33 Analogy to the DOL's labor certification regula-
tions is also the approach generally followed in the DOL's INRA regulations.
34
Under INRA, health care facilities that wish to employ nonimmigrant aliens as
registered nurses must submit an attestation to the DOL before petitioning the
INS for H-IA visa classification. This attestation procedure is arguably compa-
rable to that adopted in the 1990 Act for the H-lB visa category. Thus, a brief
review of the DOL's implementing regulations may be instructive.
For example, with respect to the attestation under INRA that the H- 1 A nurse
will be paid at the prevailing wage rates, the DOL defines this term as "the
average wage paid to similarly employed registered nurses within the geographic
area. ' 35 Further, the petitioning facility is required to maintain documentation
substantiating compliance with this prevailing wage attestation, including a de-
scription of factors that the facility considered while determining compensation.
The health care facility, however, is not required to determine the prevailing
wage independently. Instead, as the DOL's interim rule provides, "the facility,
prior to submitting its attestation to [the DOL's Employment and Training Ad-
ministration (ETA)], shall request, from the State employment service [in the
state where the H-lA nurses will work], a determination of the prevailing wage
for nurses in the worksite's geographic area. ' 3 6 Numerous immigration practi-
tioners have informally reported that various state employment agencies were
unable or unwilling to provide such prevailing wage data when the INRA reg-
ulations took effect on December 6, 1990.
The DOL's INRA regulations envision that disputes over the ETA's acceptance
or rejection of an employer's H-1A attestations are to be reviewed at the em-
ployer's request by the DOL's Board of Alien Labor Certification Appeals
(BALCA)--the same administrative tribunal that reviews denials of temporary
H-2 and permanent labor certifications. Complaints concerning material misrep-
resentations or a facility's failure to meet the terms of a filed attestation, how-
ever, are submitted to the DOL's Wage and Hour Division.
37
Therefore, in order to circumvent the problems involved in determining proper
wage levels, the DOL and the state employment service should be required to
33. H.R. CONF. REP. No. 955, supra note 28, at 122; see also 20 C.F.R. § 656 (1990) (DOL
labor certification regulations).
34. 55 Fed. Reg. 50,504 (1990) (supplementary information), reprinted in 67 INTERPRETER
RELEASES 1,409 (1990).
35. 55 Fed. Reg. 50,513 (1990) (to be codified at 20 C.F.R. §§ 504.302, 655.302) (definition
of "prevailing wage"), reprinted in 67 INTERPRETER RELEASES 1,418 (1990).
36. 55 Fed. Reg. 50,507 (1990) (supplementary information), reprinted in 67 INTERPRETER
RELEAsEs 1,409 (1990).
37. 55 Fed. Reg. 50,512 (1990) (to be codified at 20 C.F.R. §§ 504.301(f), 655.301(f), re-
printed in 67 INTERPRETER RELEASES 1,417 (Dec. 10, 1990).
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provide prevailing wage data promptly upon an employer's request. Such pre-
vailing wage data should reflect, as closely as practicable, the size and circum-
stances of the H-lB petitioner and the particular occupational classification. An
employer's reliance on such data from DOL or the state employment service
should be permitted by regulation to serve as a safe harbor immunizing an
employer who pays the prescribed wage from an obligation to defend against
allegations in administrative complaints that the wage is insufficient.
Strong arguments, however, suggest that the administrative plan implemented
by the DOL under INRA is neither necessary nor appropriate for H-iB LC
Applications. Unlike INRA, the 1990 Act does not impose an affirmative obli-
gation on employers to recruit U.S. workers or to reduce substantially their
reliance on foreign personnel. The H-IB provisions do not require an employer
attestation of U.S. worker unavailability. Thus, provisions of the INRA regula-
tions that are intended to require positive recruitment of U.S. workers or reduce
reliance on foreign workers should form no part of DOL's regulations imple-
menting the new H-lB provisions.
Moreover, the DOL should develop a reliable and timely method of advis-
ing employers on prevailing wage data and on the propriety of particular
occupational classifications in use at an employer's facility. This task is far
more daunting than the relatively simpler burden on the state employment
agencies under INRA to communicate wage data on a narrow range of job
classifications covering nurses. By contrast, the new H-lB "specialty occupa-
tion" test clearly envisions that it will cover a multitude of occupations. Thus,
the DOL's H-lB regulations should try to minimize the burdens on employers
while protecting the wages and working conditions of U.S. workers. This task
will not be easy.
Without necessarily challenging the DOL's ability to conduct wage surveys for
mainstream occupations, employers may nonetheless legitimately question
whether any government entity can provide reliable wage data on rapidly chang-
ing occupations, jobs that involve unusual combinations of duties, or positions
that arise out of a particular employer's unique business needs. Experience
suggests, therefore, that the same definitional problems that have arisen with
respect to prevailing wages and occupational classifications in the labor certifi-
cation context will also arise with respect to DOL's implementation of the H-iB
provisions of the 1990 Act.
C. ADMINISTRATIVE HEARING PROCEDURE
The 1990 Act requires the Secretary of Labor to establish a procedure to hear
and decide complaints from persons or organizations alleging that any of the
foregoing conditions have not been satisfied, or that the employer's LC Appli-
cation contains a material misrepresentation of fact. The complaint must be filed
within twelve months of the date the alleged misrepresentation or failure of
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conditions occurred.38 If the Secretary of Labor finds a reasonable basis to
conclude that the allegations of the complaint are true, then within thirty days the
Secretary must so certify by notice to the complainant and the employer. In such
a case, any interested party may request a hearing, which shall be conducted
according to the Administrative Procedure Act. 39 The Secretary of Labor must
decide the merits of the complaint within sixty days.
40
D. PENALTY PROVISIONS
In ruling on the complaint, the DOL must determine whether the employer
has: (a) fully complied with the statutory conditions concerning proper wages
and working conditions, and the absence of a strike or lockout; and (b) substan-
tially complied with the requirements for providing notice to the bargaining
representative and public inspection of the LC Application. 4' If the Secretary
finds that any of the foregoing conditions have not been satisfied, or that the LC
Application contained a material misrepresentation of fact, the following penalty
provisions apply: (i) The DOL may impose administrative remedies, including
civil, monetary penalties of up to $1,000 per violation; (ii) the INS "shall not
approve petitions filed with respect to that employer" under INA section 204
(relating to immigrant visa and permanent resident eligibility) or section 214(c)
(pertaining to H, L, 0, and P nonimmigrant work-visa categories) for one year;
and (iii) if the DOL finds that the employer has not paid wages at the required
level to the H-LB aliens and similarly situated U.S. workers, the agency may
order the employer to pay back wages.42
These are onerous penalties. For example, the back pay remedy will likely
motivate other employees, union representatives, and perhaps the H-lB alien to
monitor prevailing wage data closely and to press the employer for increased
compensation.
Probably the most severe sanction, however, is the minimum one-year ban on
future INS approvals of employer-sponsored petitions in the immigrant and
H-lA, H-1B, L-1, 0, and P nonimmigrant categories.43 The provision will
indirectly yet profoundly penalize innocent aliens not involved in the particular
H-lB application. The one-year prohibition could also put at risk the continued
economic viability of the company (and its U.S. workforce) by jeopardizing the
38. 1990 Act § 205(c)(3) (creating INA § 212(n)(2)(A)).
39. 5 U.S.C. § 556 (1988).
40. 1990 Act § 205(c)( 3 ) (creating INA § 212(n)(2)(B)).
41. 1990 Act § 205(c)(3) (creating INA § 212(n)(2)(C)(i)).
42. 1990 Act § 205(c)(3) (creating INA § 212(n)(2)(C), (D)).
43. 1990 Act § 205(c)(3) (creating INA § 212(n)(2)(C)(ii)). Cf. 1990 Act § 203(a)(1) (creating
INA § 258(c)(4)(E)(i)) (punishing a vessel owner whose D crewmen, in violation of an attestation,
perform longshore work, by (among other things) prohibiting the vessel from entering any port of the
U.S. "during a period of up to 1 year" (emphasis added). See generally 68 INTERPRETER RELEASES
4 (1991).
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employer's ability to import highly skilled specialists whose talents are not
available in the United States.
Fortunately, however, the one-year prohibition will not disturb previously
approved petitions. Similarly, applications for E-1 and E-2 visas and presumably
applications for change to E-1 or E-2 status are likewise not affected. E-1 and
E-2 classifications do not require the INS's approval of a "petition," and the E
classification is not mentioned in amended INA section 214(c). 4 4
Also cause for grave concern is the new law's apparently low threshold of
employer liability. The 1990 Act offers no guidance on an employer's margin for
error in paying prevailing wages. Neither does it create explicit affirmative
defense for employers who reasonably rely on wage data received from the state
employment service, or who take other good faith measures to ascertain and pay
the proper wage.
The 1990 Act is also silent on the level of intent sufficient to find a material
misrepresentation. Is negligent misrepresentation sufficient to impose liability?
Is willful misrepresentation required, or will the employer be held to a strict
liability standard? In view of the overwhelmingly punitive nature of the H-1B
penalty provisions, the DOL should read into the statute a willful misrepresen-
tation requirement. The Labor Department may be unwilling to do that, however,
on the premise that if Congress had meant to specify a willful misrepresentation
requirement, it would have done so.
Nevertheless, because the H-1B penalty provisions punish not only the em-
ployer, but may well also harm such completely blameless third parties as the
employer's U.S. and foreign employees, suppliers, and customers, it would be
appropriate to require proof of an employer's willfulness before finding a ma-
terial misrepresentation. An employer's innocent misstatement should not be
equated with a "misrepresentation'--a term which in common parlance con-
notes an awareness of deception. In this regard, the DOL may wish to consider
INA section 212(a)(19) as a model.45 That ground of excludability requires a
finding of fraud or willful misrepresentation of a material fact in applications for
visas or other immigrant benefits.
46
In addition, the DOL should require a complaining party in an administrative
hearing to bear the burden of proving that an employer willfully misrepresented
a material fact in a labor condition application before the DOL orders back pay,
imposes civil fines, or triggers the minimum one-year bar on INS approval of the
44. See 1990 Act § 205(c)(3) (creating INA § 212(n)(2)(C)(ii)).
45. It should be noted that 1990 Act § 601(a) revamps the INA's exclusion grounds. Effective
June 1, 1991, INA § 212(a)(19) was replaced by INA § 212(a)(6)(C). The test for willful misrep-
resentation remains the same, however.
46. For definitions of "willful,"' misrepresentation" and 'material," see U.S. DEP'T OF STATE,
9 FOREIGN AFFAIRS MANUAL [hereinafter FAM], notes to 22 C.F.R. § 40.7(a)(19). See also Kungys
v. United States, 485 U.S. 759 (1988) (construing material misrepresentations in denaturalization
context).
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employer's other work-visa petitions. The DOL should also require the com-
plaining party to comply with an H-1B petitioner's reasonable discovery re-
quests. Finally, in the event the complaining party does not prevail in the ad-
ministrative hearing, and allegations are found not to have been substantially
justified, the DOL should require the complaining party to pay the H-1B peti-
tioner's expenses and attorney fees.
E. RETURN TRANSPORTATION ABROAD
As another type of penalty provision, the new law requires an employer who
prematurely dismisses an H-i B alien to pay the "reasonable costs" of the alien's
return transportation abroad.47 This requirement raises a variety of intriguing
issues. Will the employer be liable even if the employer had good cause to
dismiss the H-iB employee? What must the employer do if the alien refuses to
depart the United States or plans to switch to another H- IB employer? How may
the employer discharge this liability? Will direct payment to the alien of the cost
of transportation be deemed sufficient, or must the employer tender an equivalent
sum to the government as a new kind of user fee? Can the employer require the
employee to reimburse the company for this expense?48
What is meant by return transportation abroad? May a San Diego-based em-
ployer pay the cost of a bus ride to Tijuana, rather than providing air travel for
an Indian H-lB engineer returning to Bombay? Is the answer different if the
Indian engineer attended college in San Diego on an F-i student visa, often
visited Tijuana on weekends, and later changed status to H-1B? Hopefully, the
INS's regulations will answer these questions.
F. PUBLIC DIscLosuRE REQUIREMENT
Beginning October 1, 1991, every employer who hires H-lB aliens will be
required to include in the LC Application heretofore confidential information on
wage rates and working conditions. 49 That information will be available to the
public upon request. Moreover, to satisfy the specialty occupation standard for
H- lB eligibility, employers may also be required, as a condition of H- lB petition
approval, to reveal to the INS a variety of otherwise confidential data on business
planning and the alien's anticipated role in sensitive projects.
For example, consider a common situation in the computer software industry.
A U.S. employer wishes to submit an H-lB petition for a software engineer who
gained proficiency in the field through work experience, but who never attained
a bachelor's degree. The alien gained this experience from a licensee (which
could not confer E or L-1 classification). To demonstrate H-1B eligibility, the
47. 1990 Act § 207(b)(2) (creating INA § 214(c)(5)).
48. Cf. INA § 274A(g)(l) (banning indemnification clauses for employer sanctions purposes).
49. 1990 Act § 205(c)(3) (creating INA § 212(n)(1)(D)).
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documents accompanying the I-129H petition submitted to the INS would nec-
essarily describe the alien's role in sensitive, progressively responsible projects
while employed with the licensee. The H-lB submission to the INS would also
necessarily reveal otherwise confidential information on the petitioner's plan to
develop proprietary software. The petitioner would disclose this information to
show that the proposed H-1B job is a specialty occupation.
Even though the alien's name, proposed job title, and wage rate must be
revealed in the LC Application, the employer should not be required to reveal
other confidential information to competitors as the price of an H-1B visa.
Clearly, the employer has a legitimate business interest in protecting the confi-
dentiality of this information from the curious eyes of competitors and others. In
the absence of regulations protecting this data from disclosure, H-1B petitioners
must therefore determine the proper balance between providing sufficient busi-
ness data to justify H-iB approval and protecting against the disclosure of any
trade secrets and confidential information.
A feasible administrative response to this problem would place reasonable
limits on the information employers are required to disclose in connection with
the LC Application. This protection could be accomplished by recognizing that
the new H-1B visa application process essentially consists of two stages. The
first stage involves filing a skeletal LC Application with the DOL. This appli-
cation should contain the statutorily required representations on wage rates and
working conditions along with a copy of the 1-129H petition, but without en-
closures. This initial submission would clearly be subject to the public disclosure
requirement. The second stage would consist of the full 1-129H petition to the
INS, accompanied by supporting documentation outlining confidential informa-
tion about the employer's business and the alien's anticipated role in confidential
projects.
The government already has adopted a method to minimize confidentiality
problems, by allowing employers to request predisclosure notification under the
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), pursuant to a June 23, 1987, Presidential
Executive Order.50 The order applies to federal agencies that are subject to the
FOIA, 5 1 and establishes procedures to provide submitters of records containing
confidential commercial information with notice and an opportunity to object
whenever the agency believes it is required to disclose these records. The exec-
utive order seeks to avoid FOIA disclosures that "could reasonably be expected
to cause substantial competitive harm." 52 A similar motivation should prompt
the DOL to include data protection safeguards in its H-lB regulations.
Another potential problem created by the public disclosure requirement, and
fueled by the back pay remedy, is the economic incentive for persons to file
50. Exec. Order No. 12,600, 52 Fed. Reg. 23,781 (1987) [hereinafter Exec. Order No. 12,600].
51. 5 U.S.C. § 552 (1988),
52. Exec. Order No. 12,600, supra note 50, at 23,781; see 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(4) (1988).
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frivolous complaints. The DOL should therefore consider requiring a nonpre-
vailing complainant whose allegations are found to be frivolous to reimburse an
employer for the expenses associated with defending improper assertions of
misbehavior. If the DOL's comparable INRA regulations are examined, however,
employers have little reason for optimism. The interim rule expressly provides
that the Equal Access to Justice Act (EAJA)53 is inapplicable to administrative
hearings under INRA, and that an administrative law judge has no authority to
award attorney's fees or other litigation expenses pursuant to EAJA.54
G. MERGERS AND AcQuISrrONS
The H-1lB changes in the 1990 Act also offer a new twist on the immigration
consequences of mergers, acquisitions, and other business-entity changes .55 Sev-
eral issues quickly spring to mind, yet remain essentially unanswerable without
amplifying regulations. These issues include:
" What is the impact of a merger or acquisition on the LC Application pro-
cess? A merger or acquisition can result in a change in the alien employee's
position, duties, compensation, or location of employment. The question
then arises whether a new LC Application is required. If so, can this process
be accomplished within the typically tight time constraints of a merger,
which may often involve year-end tax deadlines and the dissolution of the
current H- 1B petitioner?
* Is the new employer liable under the doctrine of successor liability for back
pay, costs of return transportation, or any of the penalty provisions dis-
cussed above?
" May the successor entity demand an agreement from the current H-1B
petitioner to indemnify the new employer against any liability arising in
connection with previously filed LC Applications and H-lB petitions?
" What if an employer merely wishes to change the H-lB employee's job
location? A change in job location may affect prevailing wage rates. Is a
new LC Application required?
IV. Annual Cap on H-1Bs
The 1990 Act for the first time establishes a yearly limit of 65,000 persons
who may be issued H-LB visas or provided H-1B status, beginning with the fiscal
year starting October 1, 1991.56 This 65,000-person cap applies only to principal
53. 5 U.S.C. § 504 (1988).
54. 55 Fed. Reg. 50,526 (1990) (to be codified at 20 C.F.R. §§ 504.455, 655.455), reprinted
in 67 INTaRRETR RELEAsEs 1,431 (1990).
55. For a detailed discussion of the immigration consequences of such business restructurings,
see Paparelli & Benson,.Life After Mergers and Acquisitions: The Immigration Impact on U.S.
Employers and Alien Workers, 2 IMMIGR. & NATIONALrry L. 306 (1990).
56. 1990 Act § 205(a) (creating INA § 214(g)(1)(A)).
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H-1B aliens, not to their H-4 dependents. 57 The cap also excludes nurses, en-
tertainers, and athletes who were formerly classified as H-1B but who now have
their own classifications.
In doling out H-1B visas and conferring H-1B status under the 65,000-person
cap, the government must accord these benefits to aliens "in the order in which
petitions are filed for such visas or status." 58 Unlike immigrant visas, however,
which are distributed evenly over each quarter of a fiscal year, the 1990 Act
contains no provision for quarterly apportionment. As the House Judiciary Com-
mittee noted: "These visas shall be issued on a first come, first served, basis.
There shall be no quarterly or other type of allocation." 59 Hence, if the annual
supply of H-1B visas and INS-conferred H-1B status is exhausted early in a fiscal
year, employers and H-iB beneficiaries will probably have to wait at least until
the following October for a fresh allotment.
Under the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 (IRCA), prolonged
waiting periods could wreak havoc on petitioning employers and aliens who seek
H-1B extensions or changes of status, since nothing in the 1990 Act authorizes
interim employment authorization pending the adjudication of an application for
H-IB benefits. Unless the INS by regulation allows some form of interim em-
ployment authorization, 60 applicants for H-lB extensions or changes in status
may be required to refrain from H- lB employment and perhaps depart the United
States until a fresh quota allotment is available in the next fiscal year.
Since the 1990 Act is silent on procedures to enforce the cap, the practical
effect of the H-1B quota must await agency implementation. For example, the
1990 Act does not specify which agency will monitor the number of aliens who
will be permitted to receive H-i B visas or status each year. Historically, the DOS
has maintained a list of immigrant visa priority dates, while the INS has moni-
tored the number of asylees who may adjust status to lawful permanent residence
each year. 61 Although the 1990 Act requires the Secretary of Labor to compile
a list by employer and by occupational classification of the number of applica-
tions filed under the H-1B category,62 this compilation is different from a quota
list, since all H-1B labor condition applications need not be approved. As a
practical matter, all three government agencies will likely play a role in enforcing
the 65,000-person quota.
57. 1990 Act § 205(a) (creating INA § 214(g)(2)).
58. 1990 Act § 205(a) (creating INA § 214(g)(3)).
59. H.R. CON. REP. No. 723 I, supra note 17, at 67.
60. Cf. 55 Fed. Reg. 25,935-36 (1990) (to be codified at 8 C.F.R. § 274a. 12(b)(15)) (granting
H-I and other nonimmigrants interim work authorization for only 120 days while their extension of
stay applications are pending), reprinted in 67 INTERPRETER RELEASES 710-11 (1990). For criticism
of this regulatory change, see Schmidt, INS Employer Sanctions Interim Regulations, 67 INTERPRETER
RELEASES 1057, 1063 (1990).
61. INA § 209(b).
62. 1990 Act § 205(c)(3) (creating new INA § 212(n)(1)(D)).
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No matter which agency assumes the task of quota listkeeper, implementation
of the 65,000-person cap will require the creation of dramatically more
sophisticated and improved H-1B data generation and retrieval methods. At
present, the government does not accurately record the number of times each
fiscal year that H-1B visas are issued or H-lB status is conferred. To be sure,
the DOS tracks the number of H-1 visas issued each year,63 and the INS reports
the number of H-1 admissions. 64 These figures, however, do not give the full
picture.
Current data on the number of H-1 visas issued include nurses, entertainers,
and athletes, all of whom are now assigned to other discrete work-visa catego-
ries. 65 The current data also tally multiple H-Is issued to the same individual,
who may work for multiple employers or require multiple H-i revalidations or
reissuances for continued work with a single employer. The DOS's data also fails
to track the number of H-i visas issued, but never used to gain admission to the
United States. Moreover, the INS's data on H-1 admissions does not account for
beneficiaries who are granted a change to H-i status but never depart (and thus
never reenter) the United States. The INS's figures on admissions also overstate
the number of H-I beneficiaries by separately counting each entry of an H-I
visaholder to the United States. Thus, peripatetic H-I aliens who return fre-
quently to this country tend to inflate, and therefore render inaccurate, the INS's
data.
One way to monitor H-lB use would be to track H-lB petition approvals
adjudicated by the INS at its four Regional Service Centers (RSC). This method,
however, is also probably incomplete. Since the 1990 Act limits to 65,000 the
number of aliens why may be issued H-i B visas or receive H-1 B status, a mere
compilation of 1-129H petition approvals would not take into account the cases,
described above, of revalidated or reissued H-lB visas and H-lB visas issued to
a single alien for employment with two or more petitioners. Thus, even RSC
data-capture methods will require refinement (as well as close coordination with
the DOL and the DOS) if the H-lB cap in the 1990 Act is to be fairly imple-
mented.
Agency implementation aside, the 65,000-person cap raises an even more
pressing question: Will these numbers be enough to satisfy current demand for
H-lB workers? INS and DOS officials are reluctant to offer guesses. One article
63. U.S. DEP'T OF STATE, REPORT OF THE VISA OFFICE 1988, at 90 (1989) (Table XVI(B)) (notes
that all H-is, including "revalidations," numbered 41,202 in FY 1988).
64. 1989 STATISTICAL YEARBOOK OF THE IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE 78 (1990)
(Table 45) (89,856 H-i aliens admitted in FY 1989).
65. One study, prepared at the request of the INS in 1988 by the consulting firm of Booz, Allen
and Hamilton, found that nurses, entertainers, and athletes accounted for over half of the H-I visa
petition approvals in the largest U.S. cities included in its survey. See 65 INTERPRETER RELEASES 710
(1988).
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provides a "rough estimate [of] annual usage at perhaps 45,000 for 'business'
professionals." 66 Only time will tell for sure.
Even if current usage of the H-1B category falls below the 65,000-person
limit, future events could cause employers and prospective H-1B applicants to
bump up against the cap more quickly than one might hope. For example,
informal contacts with senior INS and DOS officials suggest that in light of the
H-lB changes in the 1990 Act, these agencies are considering a proposed rule to
prohibit the admission of aliens employed and paid abroad who seek to enter the
United States in the "B-I in lieu of H-I" visa category. 67 Just as with H-1Bs,
the government does not accurately record the number of B- I visaholders or B- 1
entrants under the nonimmigrant visa waiver pilot program 68 who rely for ad-
mission to the United States on the "B-1 in lieu of H-I" category. Whatever
their number, if these current "B-I in lieu of H-I" admittees are forced to use
the H-1B provisions of the 1990 Act, the 65,000-person annual quota will be
reached more rapidly.
Also on the horizon is the five-year "sunset" of INRA. At that time foreign
nurses (formerly eligible under INRA for H- IA visas) might again compete with
other H-1B applicants for what by then will be numerically limited visas. 69
Given these anticipated developments, the time may come when H-lB "priority
dates" result in lengthy waiting lines and headaches for government agencies,
employers, visa applicants, and lawyers.
V. Six-Year Admission Cap
In one good change, the 1990 Act liberalizes the period and term of admission
of H-iB visaholders. Section 205(a) of the new law provides that an H-1B
visaholder may be admitted to the United States for up to six years. Current INS
regulations allow for a maximum period of five years and a theoretical sixth-year
extension if "extraordinary circumstances" exist. 70 The House-Senate confer-
ence report to the new law also encouraged the INS to dispose of current sixth-
year extensions in a favorable manner.
7 1
Taking heed of that advice, the INS issued a cable on December 5, 1990,
liberalizing the standards for adjudicating H-1B sixth-year extension applica-
tions. The cable states:
66. The Immigration Act of 1990 (Part 11), 9 IMMIGR. L. REP. 121, 125 (1990).
67. FAM, supra note 46, note 8 to 22 C.F.R. § 41.31.
68. Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 (IRCA) § 313, 8 U.S.C. § 1187 (1988)
created a three-year nonimmigrant visa waiver pilot program to allow business visitors and tourists
from up to eight countries to visit the United States for up to ninety days without having to first obtain
a B nonimmigrant visa from a U.S. consular post overseas. Section 201 of the 1990 Act extended and
expanded the visa waiver pilot program. See generally Nonimmigrant Visas, supra note 2, at 2.
69. INRA, supra note 3, § 3(d).
70. 55 Fed. Reg. 2,630 (1990) (to be codified at 8 C.F.R. § 214.2(h)(14)(ii)(A)), reprinted in
67 INTERPRETER RELEASES 146 (1990).
71. H.R. CONF. REP. No. 955, supra note 28, at 25.
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Since Congress deemed it to be in the national interest for businesses to retain the
services of H-lB professionals and L-l managers and executives for six or more years,
headquarters has determined that requests for a sixth year extension automatically meet
the standard of extraordinary circumstances required under the Service's regulations.72
The cable also eliminated the routinely time-consuming, case-by-case certifica-
tion procedure involving the INS's Administrative Appeals Unit (AAU) in Wash-
ington, D.C. Thus, the AAU will now issue blanket approvals for sixth-year
extensions in the H and L visa categories, and Service Center Directors need not
certify individual decisions to the AAU. According to Lawrence J. Weinig, INS
Deputy Assistant Commissioner for Adjudications, this new policy is effective
immediately.
7 3
VI. Deletion of Foreign Residence Requirement
Prior to the 1990 Act, every H-1B applicant (just like most other nonimmi-
grants) was required to prove an often difficult issue of fact. The applicant had
to convince a consular officer in applying for an H-lB visa, and persuade an
immigration officer in seeking H- lB admission or status, that the applicant pos-
sessed an unabandoned foreign residence to which he or she would return on
completion of his or her temporary U.S. entry. This burden of persuasion was
especially problematic, since few H-IB applicants could afford to absorb the
expense of maintaining a foreign home during their multiyear, albeit temporary,
stay in the United States. As the House Judiciary Committee found, this foreign
permanent residence requirement has "caused severe personal hardship as well
as inhibited frequent travel to the United States for business purposes." 74
The 1990 Act relieved H-1B applicants of this burden. Beginning October 1,
1991, aliens seeking H-lB visas are no longer required to possess an unaban-
doned permanent residence abroad. 75 Placed in parity with L-I visaholders,
H-1B applicants must merely show that they are coming temporarily to the
United States.
7 6
With this change, the 1990 Act in effect codifies the doctrine of dual intent,
developed by case law7 7 in response to the harsh presumption imposed by INA
section 214(b). This section provides that every alien is presumed to be an
intending immigrant unless the alien satisfies a consular officer that he or she is
a bona fide nonimmigrant. The principle of dual intent had already been codified
72. INS IMMACT 90 Wire #10 (Dec. 5, 1990), reprinted in 67 INTERPRETER RELEASES
1443-45 (1990).
73. INS Implements Nonimmigrant Visa Changes in New Law, 67 INTERPRETER RELEASES 1445
(1990).
74. H.R. CONF. REP. No. 723 I, supra note 17, at 80.
75. 1990 Act § 205(e)(1) (amending INA § 101(a)(15)(H)).
76. 1990 Act § 205(c)(1) (amending INA § 101(a)(15)(H)(i)).
77. See, e.g., Lauvik v. INS, 910 F.2d 658 (9th Cir. 1990) (digested in 67 INTERPRETER RE-
LEASES 957 (1990)).
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in INS regulations and, less generously, in State Department guidelines. 78 The
1990 Act now also expressly demolishes the INA section 214(b) presumption for
H-iA and H-1B applicants (and for L-1 applicants as well) .79 This welcome
change took effect October 1, 1991.
The 1990 Act also adds a new provision stating that the "fact that an alien is
the beneficiary of an application for [an immigrant visa] preference status or has
otherwise sought permanent residence in the United States shall not constitute
evidence of an intention to abandon a foreign residence" for purposes of ob-
taining or maintaining H- 1 (or L) visa status. 80 This provision makes it possible
for an alien to qualify for H-lB visa classification, even after he or she has begun
the process of seeking permanent resident status.
The provision reflects inartful drafting for two reasons. First, the provision
appears unnecessary, given the deletion of the foreign permanent residence re-
quirement, described above. Second, a literal reading of the text apparently
limits the application of the provision to aliens who have obtained a change of
status to H-lB classification under INA section 248 before the alien's most recent
departure from the United States. The purpose behind this limitation is not clear,
and warrants clarification in INS and DOS regulations. A fair reading of the
provision, construed together with the other ameliorating changes to the INA's
"intent" requirements, should reflect the will of Congress to benefit both H-1B
applicants who change status and other H-lB visaholders.
Despite the deletion of the foreign residence requirement and the demolition of
INA section 214(b), DOS consular officers may still play an important role in
determining the alien's eligibility for an H-1B visa. As stated by the House
Judiciary Committee, "consular officers may rely on other evidence indicating
the possibility of overstaying a visa, such as records of past visits to the United
States."
8 1
While the removal of these evidentiary burdens is welcome, questions persist
on the 1990 Act's changes to the "intent" requirement. For example, the 1990
Act does not specifically address whether the spouse and unmarried minor chil-
dren (H-4 dependents) of H-iB principal aliens are also relieved of the burden of
proving an unabandoned foreign permanent residence.82 One senior DOS Visa
Office official suggests that since H-4 dependents enjoy the same entitlement and
share the same burden of proof as the principal H-lB alien, he is aware of no
78. See 55 Fed. Reg. 2,631 (1990) (to be codified at 8 C.F.R. § 214.2(h)(15)), reprinted in 67
INTERPRETER RELEASES 147 (1990); FAM, supra note 46, note 1.3 to 22 C.F.R. § 41.53, note 5.2.3
to 22 C.F.R. § 41.54.
79. 1990 Act § 205(b)(1) (amending INA § 214(b)).
80. 1990 Act § 205(b)(2) (creating INA § 214(h)).
81. H.R. CONF. REP. No. 723 I, supra note 17, at 80.
82. See 55 Fed. Reg. 2,629 (1990) (to be codified at 8 C.F.R. § 214.2(h)(8)(iv)), reprinted in 67
INTERPRETER RELEASES 145 (1990). H-4 nonimmigrant classification may be granted to the spouse
and unmarried minor children who accompany or follow the H-1B alien to the United States. The
principal alien need not file a separate visa petition on behalf of his or her dependents. Id.
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legal or regulatory basis after October 1, 1991, to refuse an H-4 visa to the
dependent of an H-1B under revised INA section 214(b).83 Notwithstanding that
preliminary view, the State Department's first cable on the nonimmigrant
changes in the 1990 Act can be read to imply that H-4 dependents of H-IB
principals must still prove the existence of an unabandoned permanent residence
abroad: "[Tihe H-1B provision has been amended to remove specifically the
residence abroad requirement. This applies to H-1Bs only and not to the other




The 1990 Act makes it imprudent and perhaps prohibitively expensive for an
employer to continue relying on the H-lB provisions of the new law to secure the
services of temporary professional workers. Taken together, the risk of signifi-
cant back pay awards, civil fines, costly administrative hearings, and an absolute
prohibition against petition approvals for at least one year in the H, L, 0, P, and
permanent resident visa categories counsel against the continued use of H-1B
petitions.
A. ALTERNATIVE WORK VISA CATEGORIES
Employers may decide instead on the E-1, E-2, and L-1 categories, assuming
of course that the individual and company qualifications for each of these work-
visa categories can be satisfied. Aside from authority conferred on the Secretary
of State to redefine the minimum level of substantial trade or capital that will
qualify for E visa benefits, the 1990 Act does not add restrictions to the E- 1 and
E-2 categories. 86 An alien who qualifies for L-1 classification under current law
will also probably qualify under the 1990 Act. Other alternatives available to
employers include the 0, P, and Q nonimmigrant visa categories. Obtaining an
immigrant visa may also be a more feasible and attractive alternative under the
employer-sponsored permanent-resident provisions of the 1990 Act.87
B. PREVIOUSLY APPROVED H-i AND H-IB PETITIONS
Alien workers whose H-I or H-i B petitions were approved prior to October 1,
1991, and who are eligible for a change of nonimmigrant status and eligible to
83. Telephone interview with Cornelius D. Scully III, Director of the Office of Legislation,
Regulations and Advisory Assistance, DOS Visa Office (Dec. 3, 1990) [hereinafter Scully].
84. State Department Cable No. 90-State-385924, reprinted in 67 INTERPRETER RELEASES
1371-72 (1990).
85. Readers should note that these strategic considerations are offered based on information
available at the time of going to press in July 1991.
86. See generally Nonimmigrant Visas, supra note 2, at 5-6.
87. See generally Employment-Based Immigrants, supra note 10.
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receive a new visa classification in the E-I, E-2, L-I, 0, or P categories, should
consider applying for status changes and new work visas as soon as possible.
It is unclear how the INS and DOS will react to requests for reclassification
from H-iB to one of these other work-visa categories. Perhaps an acceptable
justification would be an employer's unwillingness to risk the disclosure to
competitors of the confidential business information that would otherwise be
required to support an extension of H-lB status. Clearly, however, the chosen
strategy must be based on the individual circumstances in a given case, taking
into consideration such factors as the remaining period of H-iB authorized stay,
the significance to the employer of the individual's continued employment, and
the frequency or rarity of the need for the individual to travel abroad and reenter
the United States.
In order to preserve vested rights and minimize the burden and costs on the
government and employers, DOL regulations should prescribe that the new H-lB
provisions of the 1990 Act apply only to H-IB beneficiaries and sponsoring
employers who submit H-lB petitions or labor condition applications on or after
the Act's effective date (October 1, 1991). All H-1B beneficiaries whose peti-
tions were approved by the INS prior to this date or who submitted their petitions
prior to this date (even if the INS approval is given after October 1, 1991) should
be "grandfathered" as "pipeline" cases under the former law, notwithstanding
that such beneficiaries may travel and reenter the United States or seek extensions
of H-IB petitions after October 1, 1991.
If these avenues are not available, employers should alert Congress to the
harsh realities of the H-lB provisions in the new Act, and urge the enactment of
remedial legislation.
C. H-IB PETITIONs FILED AFTER OCTOBER 1, 1991
Some employers and foreign workers will have no choice but to continue using
the H-IB visa category. In that event, an employer must exercise much greater
care in preparing the 1-129H petition, the company supporting documents, and
the LC Application. A petitioning employer must be absolutely certain that the
H-1B submission contains only accurate information and does not misrepresent
any material facts or otherwise mislead by omitting to state material facts. In
addition, an employer must exercise due diligence to determine the proper wage
rate and to justify differences in occupational classifications. An employer must
pay the proper wage rates to other workers at the employer's facilities in the area
of intended employment. An employer using the new H-IB provisions must also
be prepared to defend an H-lB submission in a contested administrative hearing,
and to accept the unpleasant consequences of an adverse decision.
Moreover, as a practical matter, the LC Application procedures and the H-iB
penalties imposed by the 1990 Act will no doubt enlarge the role played by
attorneys, and consequently increase employers' legal costs. More significantly,
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the new procedures create potential ethical problems with respect to dual repre-
sentation and conflicts of interest. For example, the back pay remedy may create
an inevitable conflict between the needs and goals of an employer, who wishes
to minimize payroll costs, and an alien employee, who understandably may
desire the highest wage that the market will bear. These issues are likely to
exacerbate the already serious ethical dilemmas routinely encountered by immi-
88gration attorneys.
VIII. Conclusion
The new H-1B procedures in the 1990 Act may severely and unwittingly
restrict the ability of American businesses to compete in the global economy.
Ironically, the entities that will bear the brunt of the H-1B changes in the 1990
Act are the new law's primary intended beneficiaries: U.S.-owned companies
that have not yet begun to compete in the global economy. Whereas U.S. -based
subsidiaries of foreign corporations might still be able to use the E and L- 1 visa
categories and thus continue to employ highly skilled foreign professionals,
U.S.-owned companies that have no foreign offices, subsidiaries, affiliates, or
foreign operations are ineligible to use the E or L-1 visa. All U.S.-owned
companies lack "treaty nationality" for E visa purposes.8 9 Moreover, American
companies that have not yet established foreign operations are not "qualifying
organizations" for L-1 purposes. 90 Thus, U.S.-owned enterprises are most likely
to suffer the negative impact of the H-1B changes in the 1990 Act.
Thoughtful administrative rulemaking, preferably buttressed by clarifying
technical amendments to the new law, is therefore especially critical if Con-
gress's goal of enhancing U.S. business competitiveness is to be achieved.
88. See generally Frisch, Gee, Grauer, Hake, Patrick, Ripley, Rosen & Whelan, Ethical Issues
in Immigration Practice: A Roundtable Discussion, 90-8 IMMIGRATION BRIEFINGS (Aug. 1990); Hake,
It's Not What You Say: Identifying the Client in Labor Certification Cases, in AILA MANUAL ON
LABOR CERTIFICATION PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE 1 (R. Banta & D. Buffenstein eds. 1990).
89. FAM, supra note 46, notes 2.2(a), 3.1, and 4.3 to 22 C.F.R. § 41.51.
90. 8 C.F.R. § 214.2(l)(1)(ii)(G) (1990) (a qualifying organization must do business in the U.S.
and "at least one other country").
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